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Abstract—We introduce a distributed-object based platform
for managing, controlling and integrating large scale heterogeneous electrical installations1 . It provides support for advanced
metering infrastructures and smart-grids. Objects provide services for managing electric magnitudes and appliances.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today there are many commercial devices that allow to
control any electric appliance, even in a remote way. Recently,
concepts like smart grid or advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI) emerge for electrical power management and measurement purposes. However, related standards do not exist, nor
programming interfaces, so they cannot be yet widely used.
In this paper, we propose a system for controlling and
measuring the electrical power consumption for large scale
and heterogeneous infrastructures. Intended to be used in
smart grids, our proposal offers the following required features [1]: a) Adaptability. Our proposal makes it possible to
build Embedded Metering Devices (EMDs) to control individual appliances which do not required to be modified.
b) Scalability. It scales easily with the number of nodes or
equipments to be controlled. c) Availability. Because of its
distributed nature, our proposal allows that network segments
temporarily isolated due to some failure may still continue to
work in an autonomous way. d) Hierarchical. Different types
of infrastructures (house, building, residential area, etc.) may
be integrated in a transparent way.
Furthermore, our proposal also provides other advanced
features that are desirable in smart grids: a) Small size. In many
appliances, the EMD may be very small and simple, as small
as to be installed in an electrical junction box or even inside
the bulb lamp base. b) Cost. EMD is cheap enough as its cost is
irrelevant in relation with the installation and maintenance of
the controlled charge. We estimate the cost is about 3e in the
case of a home light point. c) Low consumption. Obviously, the
EMD power consumption must be insignificant in relation to
the controlled charge. d) Flexible access. The platform is able
to employ several communication systems, from telephone
lines to standard Internet connections. e) Access transparency.
Transparent and homogeneous remote access is allowed even
with technologically different communication and computational resources. f) Conventional tools. It allows using wellknown and well-tested protocols and software tools.
1 This work is supported by ERDF and the Regional Gov. of Castilla-La
Mancha under grants PAI08-0234-8083 (RGrid). Also, it has been supported
by Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation under grants CEN-20091048
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Many research works about smart grids have been recently
carried out [1]. In [2] ZAMI, a ZigBee based AMI for monitoring electric system of buildings, is introduced. The AMI is
separated logically from the rest of the system. In [3] a service
based system to build AMIs using web services is introduced.
It provides hardware and protocol abstractions but the need of
a XML parser implies more hardware resources.
Most of the literature about smart grid is focussed on
measurement tasks [4] . Recently, multi-agents based proposals
have appeared (like [5]). However, they do not provide results
about hardware/software requirements for a real installation.
III. A P LATFORM FOR P OWER M ANAGEMENT
Our target is a generic platform suitable to develop efficient
electric power management services for any environment. With
this in mind, we provide a basic set of features useful to
compose valuable services supporting presented features.
A. Communication middleware
The platform is based on standard object oriented middlewares. Thus, the system may be seen as a set of distributed
objects that share information via remote method invocations.
The middleware provides a uniform, generic and fully specified application protocol. There are many general purpose
middlewares supported by the industry. Our EMD current
propotypes work with CORBA [6] and Ice [7].
B. EMD implementation
Every EMD must be capable of running one or several
distributed objects of the selected middleware. EMDs are
autonomous and just need conventional networking support,
like routers, bridges or gateways between technologies.
Generally, an EMD is composed as shown in figure 1: a
microcontroller, a network interface, an electrical switch for
turning on/off the electric load and measurements devices for
motorizing such electric load.
Due to the distributed object oriented paradigm, each EMD
must implement a set of interfaces, that is, the contract
between itself and the clients. This software interface is
specified using a interface definition language like IDL in
CORBA or Slice in Ice. In this sense, a distributed object
may be seen as a service: the client can access to this service
independently of its location and the technology in which it
has been implemented.

support, if desired, routing functions between the managed
(local) area network and the global (external) system network.
3) High range EMD (H-EMD): This class of devices
requires a more powerful embedded device because they
may store logged data (collected remotely or locally) about
measurements and power statistics, voltage and current. HEMDs are a good example of the smart meters supposedly
provided by the electricity supplier.
Fig. 1.

Block diagram of the general EMD structure.

C. Hierarchical Control and Management
According to the their characteristics and levels of performance, EMDs can be classified in three different types (see
figure 2 for an example of deployment):

Fig. 2.

Example of deployment where different types of EMD are used.

1) Low range EMD (L-EMD): For simple electric loads
like a light, electric outlet or toaster, L-EMD can modify,
know and transmit the state (typically on/off) of the controlled
load but it cannot measure it. For integrating it into the whole
system, we use the picoObject approach [8]. The picoObject
is the smallest implementation approach (hundreds of bytes)
for standard distributed objects in a great variety of devices,
including the cheapest microcontrollers.
2) Medium range EMD (M-EMD): This type of EMDs
includes all the functionality of the L-EMD but including some
basic properties for measurement of consumed power, voltage
and electrical current. Furthermore, to deal with scalability
issues, M-EMD provides aggregation mechanisms that let us
read and modify any amount of devices, as it all of them
were a single one. This class of devices is designed for the
installation in thee low-voltage electrical panel.
In order to implement these properties, this class of device
requires a 16-bit microcontroller, due to their need of more
memory and in/out ports for several sensors. M-EMDs may

Fig. 3. Our L-EMD prototype: ethernet interface, PIC16F876A microcontroller and three triacs for power control switching.

D. Deployment and configuration
After the physical deployment of the EMDs has been done,
the system administrator needs to identify and associate each
one with the electric load it will control and monitor. We have
designed a protocol to discover and identify each node in the
environment [9]. The node can periodically send asynchronous
messages to advertise itself and its features. With the advertisement information and an administration software tool, it is
possible to add data to each node, such as the location in the
building, human readable description, etc. All this information
is propagated up in the hierarchy when required.
For security and privacy reasons, the access to the system
follows a role-based schema. The visibility and access privileges depend on each actor role; the house owner may see and
access all the devices that control his appliances.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
We have briefly presented a distributed-object based platform for building scalable AMIs and smart grids using conventional tools and protocols. It integrates transparently in every
node measuring and controlling capabilities using low-cost and
resource-contrained devices
We are working on applications over this platform for
automatic testing maintenance of the electrical installation, notification on failures and the integration in smart environments
like home-automation.
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